Dear Bob:

I wish to express my thanks to you and the others of the Kansas Delegation who supported the extension of Public Law 480. We all know that this is one of the most important Acts now in effect for the wheat producer and others in agriculture. I feel sure that you have informed many of the urban Congressmen of the far reaching effects of this Act and that it not only assists agriculture, but also reaches into the cities.

Movement of grains and other agricultural commodities into export not only benefits rural areas, but also creates jobs within transportation companies, country and city terminal elevators and those at dockside, suppliers of goods to the transportation companies such as fuel, rubber and steel and even to financial institutions who often supply credit for many of the transactions. All in all, the movement of agricultural commodities under P.L. 480 benefits the urban areas as well as the rural areas.

Thank you again for supporting legislation that so greatly benefits the people of Kansas.

Sincerely,

Ray F. Uehling
President